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American scientist Matt Miller is torn from his own century and dropped into Colonial America
with nothing except a backpack. His phone, his money and his identity are all useless and he
quickly finds that he is foreign and alone in his own country. Matt must meet the challenge to
survive in a newly forming society where he seemingly has no relevant skills and no one he can
count on. He suspects that his twenty-first century knowledge of science and technology could
make him a king in the New World, but he quickly finds that eighteenth-century America is a
dynamic place where nothing is guaranteed. The challenge to prosper, succeed and especially
to win the hand of a beautiful Virginia farm girl is like nothing he has ever faced.
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Toothpaste, Part V43. Now What? Chapter  1 .    Toothpaste, Part I  The physicists took care
not to step on the eight legs of the hissing stainless steel spider as they worked to adjust the
power supplies that formed the magnetic containment field. None of the four was even remotely
aware that they adjusted a machine that had the power to change history. Brian Palmer, a stocky
man with an unruly mop of dark hair and a mustache, used a rag to clean the glass portal on top
of the reactor that would allow them to observe the Chernenko-Einstein particles as they formed.
Although they had an overwhelming trust in the analytical equipment and sensors that would
measure the reaction, there was no substitute for seeing it with their own eyes.Jacob Cromwell,
a tall, thin scientist with red hair, spoke with a thick Southern drawl. “What time is it?”Palmer set
the rag down and checked the phone in his pocket. “Six a.m.,” he replied.“Seriously?”“Yes,”
Palmer said, discouraged. “I can try one more and then I gotta go. I have a presentation to give in
four hours. I’ll be sleepwalking through it.”“Fine by me,” Kevin Moore, the third physicist,
answered. “My hands are starting to shake from all the coffee.” Kevin then turned to a fourth man
who had worked his way under the reactor holding a crescent wrench. “David, you good for one
more?”“Might as well,” David Greer replied as he slid partially out from underneath the stainless
steel monster. “It’s a wasted day for me either way. I can’t function on three hours of sleep.”“One
more try, then,” Palmer declared. “Almost ready?”Greer reached up while still on his back to
make a last-minute change. “Done, I think,” he said. He slowly took his feet and backed away
from the reactor. Each stood close enough to see into the glass portal.“Wait,” Palmer said calmly.
They watched as he tried to squeeze between the reactor and the wall. Palmer reached into his
pocket, pulled out his phone and set it on the shelf. The empty pocket gave him just enough
space to squeeze through and turn the last calibration knob. He eased his body out and joined
the rest to watch the product of two hours of adjustment.Cromwell pulled the switch. A steady



vibration could be heard from the reactor and then a green glow started to emanate through the
glass. The men looked on with some interest. After so many attempts, all were surprised to see
the reactor finally begin to produce particles.**********Outside, the town of Oak Ridge was
beginning to wake. The residents were unaware of the experiment that was taking place in the
basement of the government laboratory, but four people would soon experience the direct effect
of a concentrated beam of Chernenko-Einstein particles as they escaped containment.One of
these four, a mountain biker named Patrick Ferguson, was starting to think that fall would never
end in Tennessee. October had been unseasonably warm, resulting in the most brilliant colors
the state had seen in decades. He was making a habit of waking early to be in the wooded hills
as the sun rose to light the leaves. Oak Ridge was a stunningly dull place to live compared to his
hometown of London, but for sheer beauty, it would’ve been hard to beat the southern United
States in the fall. He was breathing hard as he pedaled his bike through the countryside and
listened to music from the phone in his breast pocket. He felt the phone vibrate, but it was unlike
the vibration it made for a call. He reached for his pocket to verify that the phone hadn’t fallen
out.A teenage girl, Sarah Morris, was holding her phone when the reactor started, so the
sensation felt more like an electric shock. She studied the phone, wondering if something was
wrong, but her mother driving up in a black Mercedes-Benz interrupted her thoughts. By the time
the car stopped, she had entirely forgotten about the phone. Her mother got out of the car in the
long black dress and short grey fur she had worn to a charity fundraiser the night before. She
reached down to pick up her daughter’s violin case.“How was it?” Sarah asked.Her mother gave
a noncommittal nod. “I donated more of your father’s money,” she said.“How’d you sleep?”“You
know I hate hotels, but it was too late to drive home.”The last person to experience the effect of
the Chernenko-Einstein experiment was a twenty-six-year-old hiker named Matt Miller. He was
high up in the Smoky Mountains, trying to interpret a paper map using the compass function on
his phone. When the shock came, it made his fingers go numb and the map drop from his hand.
Irritated, he glared at his expensive new phone.The only other creature aware that the reactor
had successfully begun to generate a Chernenko-Einstein particle string was a squirrel that was
sitting on the Rutherford Q-band cell phone tower high atop Clingmans Dome, the highest peak
in the mountains of Tennessee. The ‘Q’ stood for quantum, which was the new cell technology
that had been introduced recently by the Rutherford Company. Of all the creatures feeling the
effects of the successful generation of Chernenko-Einstein particles, the squirrel was in the best
position to realize that the sensation they felt wasn’t an electrical shock at all, but that of matter
being disrupted by the first few particles to escape the reactor.**********In the lab, three of the
four physicists stared intensely at the humming metal bug. Cromwell kept his eyes glued to a
computer monitor as he called out readings. “Ten thousand…twenty thousand…thirty
thousand…man…it’s fifty thousand!” He glanced away to look through the reactor window. The
room had begun to take on a green hue from the particles interacting with the magnetic field.
The faint green light was accompanied by a calm hum. Cromwell looked back to the energy
monitor and called out with excitement, “Holding at one hundred and twenty thousand!”“My



God,” Palmer exclaimed, “we’ve done it!”They looked at each other, smiling. “You have data?”
asked Greer.“Tons,” replied Cromwell. A bright green flash and then a sharp snap like the sound
of a bullwhip punctuated the end of his sentence. Their gazes were frantic. The only thing more
startling than the fact that the reactor had begun working was that it had as abruptly stopped.
Cromwell scrutinized the monitor. “They’re gone,” he said.“Gone where?” Greer asked. “The trap
wasn’t open.” He watched as Cromwell flipped switches to the off position.“The containment
field’s broken,” Palmer said.“Where’d they go?” Greer repeated.Palmer stooped down to inspect
the reactor casing. “Probably through here,” he said as he moved his two fingers inside a round
hole in the stainless steel housing. “Cold and smooth, like it disappeared.” With his eyes, he
followed the angle of his fingers to where they pointed at the wall. A hole had been bored
through the laboratory shelf. He stood to retrieve his phone and found that a perfect two-inch
core was missing from the screen. They all inspected the damage as he turned it in his hand.
“This cost me half a month’s salary.” All their eyes returned to the shelf.“They went through the
wall!” Greer exclaimed. The physicists followed him into the next lab. The hole was there too, but
this time bigger, exiting through the ceiling. They ran together up the steps to the first floor.
Cromwell waved his badge to open the secured door and glanced into the lab directly above the
reactor. He pointed down the hall. “Entrance and exit holes going straight that way,” he said.
“East side of the building.”They hurried out into the morning light to inspect the outside. “They
didn’t make it out,” Moore said, relieved. He was watching Greer rounding the corner.“Yes, they
did,” yelled Greer.“They would’ve had to change direction!” Cromwell said doubtfully, rushing to
join Greer. There was a hole through the bricks in the southeast corner of the building. The men
arrived in time to watch a large oak tree begin to teeter where a two-foot section had
disappeared from its trunk. The tree crashed to the ground, sending bright fall colors and dust in
every direction. Once the tree was gone they saw the circular path that the particles had carved
through the forest on their way to the town of Oak Ridge. They stood paralyzed by the
destruction.“We better call Colonel Gabriel,” Cromwell said. Chapter  2 .    Matt Miller  Matt
awoke with the violent gasp of a drowning man. Aside from this, nothing seemed out of the
ordinary as he lay there on a makeshift bed looking up into the wooden rafters of a large barn.
He had slept in many hiking shelters in the last few years and was used to waking up under
rustic rooftops. He breathed in deeply. It was a bouquet of hay, dirt, and manure; the wholesome
smells of a farm. Matt stretched his arms and legs to rise from the bed but his sore muscles
fought him. He relaxed, trying to remember what he did the day before that would explain his
aching limbs. His body hurt more than it should for the third week of a hike.His mouth was dry, so
he gently rolled over on the wooden bench to grab water from the pack underneath. He felt
around, then reached again deeper, but still grasped only air. He dropped his head over the side
of the bench but it was too dark to see. Light streaming through the barn’s glassless windows
threw long shadows and made the things around him barely visible, so he eased himself onto
the hay-covered floor for a better view. The space below him was empty and his pack was
nowhere to be found. Someone had walked off with his stuff. The gun!His mind raced. Matt had



bought the pistol one day after a mama grizzly chased him up a tree. He’d been uncomfortable
carrying it right from the start, so instead of strapping it at his side, where he could actually use it
against an attacking bear, he kept the pistol packed away in his bag, unloaded. The box of
bullets was tightly wrapped because he had the suspicion that they would be jarred somehow
and start going off like firecrackers. The gun, along with everything else he carried, was
expensive, so he imagined there was a happy thief out there somewhere.Matt stood upright and
a searing pain went through his head, causing his knees to buckle. This was more than soreness
from the trail. He pulled himself back onto the bench to catch his breath and wait for his
headache to diminish to a dull throb, then eased himself onto his feet. He fought off dizziness as
he walked to the barn door and slid it open. The light was blinding and the pain hit him again, but
he managed to remain standing. He squinted to see a farmhouse in the distance, framed by
large oak trees. Chickens clucked to his right, and the wind was rustling the leaves. He stood
there, trying first to steady his legs, and then to get his bearings. He had expected to walk out
into something familiar, but nothing was recognizable. Nothing looked at all like the Appalachian
Trail.“Good afternoon to you, sir.”Matt turned toward the chickens, shielding his eyes from the
sun. Standing behind a wire coop was a tall middle-aged man in a worn white shirt and faded
blue trousers. He was using a hammer on a coop fence as chickens frantically pecked at and
around his feet. Matt struggled to say something. The trail often brought him face to face with
poor mountain people, and this was no exception. He wasn’t always comfortable around these
people. These thoughts and the pain in his head clogged his response, but he finally managed
to say hello.“We thought you’d never awaken,” the man called.Seemingly from nowhere, a large
shepherd dog trotted forward. Matt stepped back as the dog stood to face him and barked
loudly. “Easy, Cujo!” Matt said. The dog stopped as soon as he spoke and tilted his head as if he
understood, but after a moment resumed barking.“Scout!” the man said. “Come hither!” The dog
looked to the man and then grudgingly trotted to the coop. He split his gaze between Matt and
his destination for the ten yards it took to go to his master, then sat down next to him and
continued to growl. “Calm down, dog,” the man said as he stepped between the chickens. He
walked to Matt and reached his arm out. “Thomas Taylor,” he said.“Matt Miller,” replied Matt,
reaching his arm out to shake. “How long have I been sleeping?”“Almost two days.”“Two days?”
Matt said, surprised. “How did I get here?”“We fetched you from the road,” Thomas replied.“The
road?” Matt looked around, head still pounding, trying unsuccessfully to remember how he got
into the barn. Finally he thought to ask, “Have you seen a backpack?”“In the house,” Thomas
replied. “I’ll wager you’re not a Frenchman.” He grinned.“Why would I be French?”“My sons
thought this by your clothes.”It made sense to Matt. The Appalachian Trail attracted thousands of
people every year, many from Europe. “No, I’m American,” Matt replied. “Could I get my
pack?”Thomas nodded and said, “I’ll be finished in a moment.”“Can I use your bathroom?” Matt
asked.“A bath?”“Not a bath,” Matt said, motioning downward to the center of his body.
“Somewhere to pee.” Thomas looked at him strangely until he noticed the hand motion, and then
he pointed to a narrow outhouse a good distance from the barn. The dog started to follow as



Matt walked away, but Thomas called him back sharply.By the time Matt returned, Thomas was
finished with his fence. “You should have a meal before you leave,” he said. This man seemed
too well-spoken to be living in poverty.They walked to the house and the dog followed
immediately behind them, making half growls to let Matt know he was still there. Matt climbed
the six steps onto the porch, steadying himself against the railing. He didn’t know what to expect
as he entered the home and was surprised that it was clean inside. He didn’t see a television, or
anything else that required electricity. Matt scanned the floor for electrical outlets and saw none.
Do people still live like this?There was a kitchen at a lower level directly in the back of the house.
A woman was working in front of a soot-stained hearth. Matt could smell the burning wood. As
he walked into the house, there was no longer anything to hold to steady himself, and he
became disoriented. The room grew rapidly hot, and then a cold feeling washed over his body
and his vision blurred. He couldn’t stop himself as his legs gave out and he collapsed to the floor
unconscious.**********Matt woke in the shade of the oak trees behind the house, looking into the
kitchen. He pulled himself upright in a wooden chair next to a table. “Drink this,” a woman
standing over him said with a German accent as she held out a tin cup of water. She was
dressed in a simple country dress and her hair was pulled back. Her teeth were straight but
yellowed and Matt became obsessed with her mouth for more than a moment, caught himself
staring, and looked away. Obviously, she hadn’t been to a dentist in a while.“You need something
in your stomach,” she said. “I’ll bring you victuals.” She returned with a tin plate of beef stew, a
cooked cob of corn and a hard piece of bread, and then left to go back into the house. When she
finally returned, she sat across from Matt and was immediately pleased with his empty plate.
“Seems even Frenchmen must eat,” she said. She had been right; filling his stomach had worked
to bring him out of his daze.“My name’s Matt Miller,” Matt said. “I’m American.”“And I’m Mary
Taylor,” she replied.“Not every hiker on the trail is from Europe,” Matt said, chuckling. She looked
at him, puzzled. Matt noticed her reaction but decided to remain quiet. It didn’t seem worthwhile
to try to explain his situation to this random woman. “Can I get my pack?” he asked. “I probably
should be moving on.”“You’re ready to return to the road?” she asked, concerned. “A moment
ago you couldn’t stand.” She got up before he could answer and returned struggling with the
pack on her shoulder. This surprised him. He had suspected it might be hard to collect his things
and be able to leave, but now, here he was, ready to go. She hefted it to him. He zipped it open
and took inventory, feeling down to the bottom. As far as he could see, nothing was missing. The
gun was in the bag along with the bullets.Matt’s paranoia wasn’t lost on the woman. “’Tis all
there. We are Christian people,” she said. “My husband has your knife. You can have that when
you go.” She said this like it needed no additional explanation. “Where will you travel?”“Probably
back on the trail,” he answered.“Which trail?”“The Appalachian Trail.”She seemed puzzled again
at the mention of the trail, and then said, “I have a meal to tend.” She turned and stepped back
into the kitchen, out of sight.Matt reached into his pocket, pulled out his cell phone, and looked
for bars. “I thought you were supposed to get service everywhere,” he said, irritated. He’d have to
ask directions. Matt stood up with his phone in his hand, still looking for a signal. He felt better



now and finally confident that he wouldn’t collapse. He pushed his pack behind the kitchen door
and slowly walked around to the front of the house, holding the phone high. When he finally
looked at his surroundings, he was surprised to see the farm was bigger than he had first
observed. The barn where he had slept was directly ahead. There was a sizable horse barn to its
left with a number of curious animals sticking their heads out from their stalls.His first impression
had been that these were poor mountain people. He was now rethinking that assumption. Poor
mountain people didn’t have European accents and a barn full of horses. He stuck his phone in
his pocket, wandered to the barn and began to pet a towering chestnut-colored animal. The
horse looked down at him through calm brown eyes, shifting his head as Matt scratched, clearly
enjoying the attention.“His name’s Thunder,” a woman said over his shoulder.Matt turned to see
a young woman brushing a silver horse in another stall. She had pulled-back blond hair and was
dressed in a long plain blue and white dress. Matt had to look away to keep from staring; she
was a radiant Nordic beauty with ice-blue eyes that hit him like a thunderbolt when he met her
gaze.“Do you ride well?” she asked.“I don’t know anything about horses,” Matt replied, laughing.
He followed the motion of her hand as she moved the brush with long strokes.“It must take ages
to travel anywhere, then,” she chided.“I do okay,” Matt said. He had never, in his life, wanted to
learn to ride a horse.“You may be able to find work,” she said. “It’s almost hay time and Father will
be taking workers.” She went back to her task.“I have a job,” Matt said. “How many horses do you
own?”“About twenty grown, ready to sell, and many younger ones,” she replied. “We are selling
Patriot here. Would you purchase him?” There was a hint of mirth in her voice, as if she assumed
he couldn’t afford the horse.“I may,” Matt replied. He caught her smirking. “Who are you?”“Grace
Taylor.”“Mary’s daughter?”She nodded. “Thomas Taylor is my father.”“Who owns this
farm?”“Father paid off the debt when I was a little girl.”“Why do you live like this if you have all
these horses?”She looked at him, irritated. “It’s true that we may not live as well as some in town.
We give much to maintain the church and help the poor. We choose not to live with English
luxuries.”“What, like Range Rovers?”She stared at him as she brushed, but didn’t reply.“My
name’s Matt Miller,” he said, offering his hand. She continued brushing, and he saw her
demeanor change.“Imagine, a drunkard sleeping in our own barn,” she whispered towards the
horse, loud enough for Matt to hear.Matt looked at her questioningly. “You think I’m a
drunkard?”“That’s how they found you,” she said.“Found me drunk?”“Yes, lying under Bonner
Bridge.”“Bonner Bridge?” He laughed, confident in the fact that he had not slept under any
bridges.“Bonner Bridge,” she retorted.“I haven’t had a drink in weeks,” he exclaimed.“You do
drink rum, then?” It was both an accusation and a question.“I’m not a drunkard!”A young boy
appeared at the entrance to the barn, interrupting them. He was quiet.“What is it, Jonathan?”
Grace said.He turned to Matt. “Father wants to know if you desire work.”“Tell him thanks, but I
have a job,” Matt replied politely.“Fine,” the boy said. He lingered for a moment and then was
gone.Grace said sharply, “I must finish my chores.”“I’m going,” Matt replied. He turned to leave,
trying his best not to give her the dirty look he felt she deserved. He walked back to the house,
rationalizing his irritation. It was probably because her appraisal was closer to the truth than he



wanted to admit. It was true that he hadn’t had a drink since the night before he’d left on his trip,
but there had been plenty of alcohol before that.In the past, he had gone hiking to give himself a
mental break from his job at the lab. This time, though, the trip had been a physical necessity.
Matt had forced himself to leave Philadelphia to escape a routine of partying and drinking that
threatened to overwhelm him. This was more than a hiking trip; it was a three-week exile from
chemical destruction. It had taken him a week of walking to begin feeling like himself again. By
the end of his second week, his pants fit properly and he was no longer craving alcohol.Matt had
planned to use the third week to sort out his future and his relationship with his girlfriend, Kylie.
She was his ticket to the beautiful people in Philadelphia. Stunning in her glittering cocktail
dresses, she had shown him eight months of the best houses, clothes, and liquor that money
could buy. Her parents bankrolled her social life and she lived with them in a sprawling
downtown apartment. They had only been home for a few days in the time that Matt had known
Kylie; they spent most of their time in Europe or the Mediterranean.Matt was something of a
curiosity among Kylie’s friends, who all seemed to be living off some sort of trust fund. It was
hard for him to hide his working-class background, or the fact that he had a day job, as he
struggled to keep some semblance of balance between his social life and his career. The friends
had stopped offering him cocaine, which like all drugs he avoided, but he drank as much as the
rest of them. His drinking, along with his beautiful girlfriend, seemed to be enough to keep him
an accepted member of their club. Lately, though, Matt had started to wonder if he could
continue to pay the price. He felt like his life was slowly being drained away.Matt’s thoughts were
interrupted as he reached the house. He headed around back to retrieve his pack from behind
the kitchen door. He’d planned to grab it and start on his way, but weakness overwhelmed him
and his head began to pound. He sat down in one of the wooden chairs on the porch and
poured a cup of water from the pitcher Mary had left. The fact that no one was around was
vaguely puzzling after what had seemed like a lot of attention. Could it be that he wasn’t the
center of the world for these mountain people? He leaned back in the chair and looked up at the
wispy white clouds as they floated across the blue sky, silhouetting the green trees.The trees are
green! The last time he could remember, it was the middle of fall. Chapter  3 .    Toothpaste,
Part II  Ordinarily after such a high-profile accident, Senior Counsel Jane Schaefer would be
mopping the floor with the four men around the table. She thought better of it, though, with
Colonel Alan Gabriel sitting across from her. She had pulled his dossier before she left her office
at the NSA, and between these documents and her own network she learned that he was
respected by his peers and connected to the highest echelons of the US government. Colonel
Gabriel, now forty-eight, had been in the Marine Corps since enlisting at the age of seventeen.
As a young man he did three tours of duty in the Persian Gulf and was twice decorated for valor.
The Marines had then sent him to be educated at MIT, after which he continued his government
service, working on a multitude of classified programs. They were the kinds of programs that
kept the US military far ahead of its nearest global competitor.But Colonel Gabriel’s presence
didn’t keep her from glaring at the last tattered young man as he wandered in three minutes late



and took his seat at the conference table. Jane wasn’t used to being kept waiting. By the time
she was called in to deal with any situation, it had usually reached the point where it wasn’t a
matter of whether people would lose their jobs, but how many. She had no problem shutting
down an entire facility and had done so on more than one occasion when she felt that the
reputation or security of the United States was in jeopardy.“Thank you all for coming,” she said,
looking straight at the young man who had just taken his seat. “I’ll get right to it.” She reached
down and fingered a key on her computer, and the projector screen lit up to show a map of
Tennessee. A green line appeared on the map, starting at the laboratory and heading into the
city of Oak Ridge, and then to the Smoky Mountains. She used a laser pointer to trace the line.
“We’ve verified the path of the particle beam,” she said.She stepped to the screen and put her
finger on the line near the laboratory. “The energy field took out one of your visiting Brit
engineers, a man named Patrick Ferguson. He had been here since early spring.” She pressed a
button on her keyboard to advance the slide to show a metal bridge with a hole cored from its
center. She paused to gauge the reaction of the men around the table. They looked back at her
with blank stares and then turned their gazes to the damaged bridge. She found their lack of
emotion irritating and fought the instinct to fire them on the spot.Jane returned to the map and
continued tracing the green line. “Then, it hit a mother and her daughter,” she said, now pointing
to the center of Oak Ridge. She advanced the slide to show the black Mercedes-Benz. “Six
inches of the car were neatly trimmed from the driver’s side. The engine was running when they
found it.” The slide showed the circular slice taken from the car along with a matching indentation
that followed into the ground. A rear tire had blown, so the front of the car was tilting towards the
sky.“As you know,” Jane continued, “the beam then headed to Clingmans Dome and destroyed
that new Q-band tower that everyone was fighting over last year.” She showed a picture of the
tower. The top half of it was gone, trimmed to a half-moon shape. “If it wasn’t an eyesore before,
it is now. As far as we can determine, only these three were affected before the beam headed
out into space and dissipated. Campers up in the mountains witnessed a loud boom at the same
time the accident occurred.” She stood there looking at them in silence, hoping for some reaction
to help her assess the risk associated with leaving these men in their positions.“Thank you, Ms.
Schaefer,” Colonel Gabriel said. “That’s all we need for the moment.”“The Propulsion Project is to
be shut down until further notice,” she replied. She continued looking at their faces with
consternation. She had expected to see more remorse on the faces of the men responsible for
the deaths of three people.“You can assure your superiors that we’ll not be starting the reactor
any time soon,” Gabriel said.“They were clear on this,” she said. “The reactor should be
dismantled.”“Understood,” he replied.Jane knew enough to catch the dismissive tone in the
colonel’s voice, but it wasn’t her responsibility to question his motives or to gauge the likelihood
that he’d follow the orders. She decided to ignore the subtleties and take his response at face
value. She disconnected her computer from the projector. “Thank you, sir,” she said. She stood
and addressed them. “Best of luck, gentlemen.” She acknowledged the colonel’s nod and then
turned and left, shutting the door behind her.**********The physicists sat there with their leader,



staring and wondering who would be the first to speak. It was Colonel Gabriel. “Well, what do
you think?” he asked.“About what?” replied Brian Palmer. He had looked up in mid
thought.Colonel Gabriel was used to Palmer thinking out loud and knew there was nothing
evasive in this young man’s nature. He took the question as genuine. “Three counts of
manslaughter.”“I’m not saying that we didn’t screw up,” Palmer said, “but—”“But what?”
challenged the older man.“These people aren’t dead,” Palmer said in a matter-of-fact
tone.“Where are they?”“From what we can surmise,” Jacob Cromwell piped up, “when the
particles escaped the reactor, the surrounding mass collapsed.”“You think these people
disappeared into a wormhole?”“Our guess is that they were propelled through it as the field
collapsed behind them,” Cromwell continued. “Like being squeezed through a giant tube of
toothpaste.”“Why did your toothpaste head to that tower?” the colonel replied.“We haven’t
figured that out yet,” David Greer said. “We know it wasn’t random, so that’s a start.”“Can you get
these people back?”“It’s possible,” Greer replied. “We have to find them first.”“Where?” Colonel
Gabriel asked.“If Einstein was right,” Cromwell said, “the question should be when?” Chapter 
4 .    Uncomfortable Friends  Matt was sitting behind the house contemplating green leaves
and trying to press away his headache, when a tall teenage boy interrupted him. “I’m Jeb,” he
said. “Father asked if you could come help with a horse.”“Sure,” Matt replied. He looked again at
the green trees. “I’m Matt.”They hurried to the opposite side of the horse barn to join Thomas. He
was there with Jonathan, who was the youngest son, another older man Matt hadn’t met, and
the dog. They faced a horse cornered against a fence. He was a beautiful monster with a rich
black coat. “Nice horse!” Matt exclaimed.“Father calls him Satan…ofttimes,” Jeb replied,
chuckling. As if he had heard the boy’s comment, the horse reared and backed farther into the
corner. The dog barked commandingly. The horse settled briefly at the sound, but it didn’t take
him long to return to his aggressive posture. He snorted, daring them to approach.Thomas
pointed Matt to a spot that would prevent the horse from moving out into the pasture. “Stand
yonder,” he instructed. “We must get him into the barn. One of his shoes has come loose.”Their
efforts lasted for ten minutes as Thomas attempted to bring him under control. The boys and the
older man weren’t much help; all three looked scared. No matter what Thomas tried, the horse
wouldn’t let him near, and so he backed away to come up with a new plan. Matt began to grow
impatient, so he walked forward. Thomas saw what he was doing and said in a monotone, “Mr.
Miller, best to give him space.” Despite the warning, Matt continued to walk until he was directly
in front of the animal. The stallion gazed down at him with a “Who the hell do you think you are?”
expression. Thomas repeated with added urgency, “Mr. Miller, give him space.” Matt moved
closer, almost as if in a trance, and reached up. As he touched the side of the horse’s head, the
animal went quiet and stopped rearing.Matt talked to Shadow like all the animals he saw on the
trail. “You’re pretty mad…take it easy. We’ll get your shoe fixed up, boy.” He had practiced this
many times on the creatures that crossed his path, trying to convince them to delay long enough
for him to observe. Once the horse had quieted, he reached up to his halter and began pulling
him towards the barn. There was a sense of relief when he was in his stall and they had shut the



gate. Matt walked back out into the pasture with the two boys. “He’s okay now. Ready to get that
shoe fixed.”The man Matt hadn’t met yet now stood in front of him. “Well done!” he exclaimed.
“I’m David Taylor, Thomas’ brother.”“Matt Miller,” Matt replied, shaking his hand.The boys still
looked at Matt in amazement. “How’d you do that?” Jonathan asked. “No one but Father can go
near Shadow.”“It felt like the right thing,” Matt replied. Thomas opened the pasture gate and they
walked back to the house as a group. Matt contemplated the green leaves around him, trying to
get his bearings. He couldn’t come up with a plausible explanation for why fall had turned to
summer.“Will you be staying for dinner?” Thomas asked.Matt’s head was still pounding, and he
was too groggy to think about an alternative. “Sure.”**********It wasn’t as hot in the house as
earlier, or he wasn’t as sick as he had been. Either way, Matt didn’t have the uneasy feeling that
he’d collapse as he entered. He could see Mary, David’s wife, Faith, and Grace working down in
the kitchen. Grace’s ice-blue eyes were still vivid in his mind. Thomas pointed him to a chair at
the wooden dinner table. The men sat and Mary, Faith, and Grace brought the meal from the
kitchen to the table. The boys looked hungry, but no one touched the food, even when the
women had taken their seats. The food was passed around dish by dish, but still no one ate.
Matt scanned the table for clues as to what he was supposed to do.Thomas glanced at Matt and
said, “Mr. Miller, would you say the prayer?”“The prayer?”The boys snickered and he saw Grace
roll her eyes.“To thank the Lord for providing us with this meal,” Thomas replied.“I was born
Catholic, but don’t go to church,” Matt said proudly. “Probably best if someone else handles the
praying.” There were more snickers, and Matt could see the disapproval in Grace’s face.Thomas
took a scolding tone with his family. “We must bring all the sheep home,” he said. “Let us bow our
heads. Jeb, please lead us.” They grew serious, folding their hands, and Jeb began his prayer.
Matt followed, looking up occasionally to make sure he was doing the right thing.Blessed art
Thou, O Lord our God,Who has sanctified us with Thy commandments,And brought forth this
food from the earth.Bless us, O Lord, and these Thy gifts,Which we are about to receive from
Thy bounty,Through Christ our Lord.Amen.There was a roar around the table as Jeb finished
and they started to eat and talk. “You should have seen Shadow!” Jonathan exclaimed. “He was
awful mad. He threw a shoe and we needed him in the barn. He’d not go until Mr. Miller
helped.”This was the first time Grace looked at Matt since they sat. “I thought you had no
experience with horses, Mr. Miller.”“You can ride, though?” asked Jeb.“I don’t know how to ride a
horse,” replied Matt. The boys looked at him like he was from outer space. Matt was beginning to
feel like an alien anyway, so their expressions didn’t surprise him. “I never had a reason to learn
to ride a horse when I was growing up.”“Are you from a big city?” Jeb asked.“Philadelphia.”“What
do your people do in Philadelphia?” asked Thomas.“I make medicine for a big company,” Matt
said. “My father drives a cab. My mother lives in New York, though I’m not sure exactly what she
does.”“Your family is apart?” asked Mary.“Yes, my mother left the house when I was twelve,” he
said. “I grew up with my dad.”“Your mother must be overwhelmed with grief,” Mary replied.“She’s
fine,” Matt said. “Remarried.”They all looked at him in despair.“No, she’s okay,” he explained. “We
were all probably better off in the end.”This had been Matt’s stock answer for questions about his



family. The truth was that his parents’ divorce had been devastating to him and his sister. His
mother had moved out of the house one day when he was in seventh grade so she could go
“find herself.” He had come home from school in time to see half the family’s furniture lifted into a
moving van. Since then his mother had popped in and out of his life, mostly on holidays. He had
reached the point where he didn’t even want to see her at all. He grew weary of her explanation
that she had left to “make it better for everyone.” He remembered that it hadn’t been “better” for
either him or his younger sister.“Are you Amish?” Matt asked.“Why would you think we’re
Amish?” Grace said.“I don’t know,” he replied. “You don’t use electricity, no television, you dress
simply.” He paused to chuckle. “You all eat dinner together.”Grace looked at him with disdain.
“Only Amish act thus in Philadelphia?”“I think I may not be used to church people,” Matt said.The
younger boy, Jonathan, finally changed the subject. “Father, when will you put the new shoe on
Shadow?”“Tonight, while we have him in the barn,” he answered. “I desire help.” Both boys
turned their heads to Matt, obviously not wanting to go near the horse.“I can,” Matt said. “It’ll
keep me here after dark, though, so I’ll need a place to stay another night.”“Mr. Miller, you’re
welcome to the barn another night even if you don’t help,” Thomas said.There was something
very confident and caring about this man, which Matt found comforting and intimidating at the
same time. For some reason, he felt like he needed to impress Thomas. Matt turned briefly to
Grace, expecting some reaction, but she continued with her meal as if not aware of the
conversation.**********After dinner, Thomas led Matt to the barn and Shadow’s stall. “He’ll be
easier to control now that he’s closed in,” Thomas explained. “Being around the other horses
brings out the worst.”“Jeb said you call him Satan,” Matt said.Thomas seemed embarrassed by
this. “I guess on bad days he can be a little hard to control. I make sure never to let him alone
with Grace or the boys.”“Why do you keep him?”“You have but to look upon him,” said Thomas.
“His foals are healthy and strong. They are prized by those who buy our animals.” He continued
in a joking fashion, “I’d not say this for him to hear, but he’s responsible for much of the silver it
has taken to build this farm.”Thomas grabbed tools from the bench. “I shall reset the shoe until
we can have the smith fix it properly. Keep him calm, and confine him to the corner.” Thomas
grabbed hold of Shadow’s halter and eased him into the back corner of the stall. He motioned
Matt to take him by his head. Matt reached up with one hand and began talking to the horse in a
soft voice. The horse stared down at him, breathing strongly. He was a warhorse, impossible to
transform into a kitten, but he remained mostly still as Thomas worked on the hoof.The sun was
low in the horizon, and it was noticeably darker in the barn by the time they were done. Thomas
checked his work and backed away from the stool he had been using. “Hold him until I have put
all to rights,” he instructed. “He’ll want to move after his confinement. We should be near the gate
when he is unchained.” He picked up the tools and the stool, and then signaled Matt to bring the
horse forward. Thomas was already outside the stall when Matt let Shadow go. The stallion
immediately came to life, clomping, kicking, and moving from one end of the stall to another as
he stretched out his legs. Matt slipped out the gate, and Thomas fastened it behind them.With
his focus on Shadow, Matt hadn’t noticed that the rest of the Taylors had appeared and were



moving in or out of the barn. One boy entered briefly to fill a sack from a bin and then was off to
feed the chickens. Thomas looked around at the activities and, seeming satisfied, motioned to
Matt. “The animals must be collected from the south pasture for the night.”Thomas led them out
of the barn to another pasture, which was bigger than the one where Matt first saw Shadow.
Approximately twenty horses of different sizes filled the pasture, with a few being a good walk
away. Thomas opened the gate and pointed. “Can you bring those from the far end?” Matt
nodded. He had worked at a relative’s dairy farm as a boy and had herded cows, and he didn’t
think horses would be much different.“Scout!” Thomas called out. The dog came trotting around
the corner of the barn. He looked suspiciously at Matt and growled. “He’ll help,” Thomas said.
“There’ll be animals that he pushes to the corners. Start them moving in the proper direction and
he’ll finish the task.” The dog stared up in anticipation. “Scout,” Thomas said, pointing to the
corral next to the pasture. “In!”The dog went to work. He ran far ahead of Matt, who walked
hurriedly behind. A few horses already walked towards the barn on their own, but others
lingered, and the dog barked them into movement or nipped at their legs. Matt found himself in
the way of the herded horses and had to jog toward the perimeter of the pasture. Three horses
stood at the farthest edge, backed up against the fence. The dog waited impatiently to the side
as Matt pulled out the first two, then he stepped in to herd them into the main group. He came
back for the third horse and repeated the exercise. Matt watched Scout, impressed by his ability
to move the animals towards the barn as an organized group.A large chestnut horse lingered
behind to play with Scout. Matt remembered him as Thunder, having met him in the barn with
Grace. At one point, the horse stepped in behind the dog and nearly pushed him off his feet with
his head. Scout recovered his footing, circled back around the horse and nipped at his legs.
Thunder bounded forward out of reach, then paused to face Scout. They repeated this more
than once as they edged toward the corral. Eventually the game ended and Thunder joined the
others walking toward the open gate, with the dog following behind in satisfaction.Thomas, who
had been switching around gates and fences, guided the horses into a corral close to the barn.
The dog focused on the task until the last horse had entered. Thomas leaned over, patted him
on the head, and said, “Good dog.” Matt met the dog’s gaze, briefly wondering whether he
should also pat him. Scout noticed him moving closer and growled, making Matt pull his hand
back.“Cujo,” Matt whispered under his breath.When they’d finished corralling the horses,
Thomas checked to make sure there was water in the trough and then he led Matt back towards
the house. “Wash up,” Mary said as they walked through the door. “There’s soap and a tub.” She
pointed Matt in the direction of the hearth. Matt stepped down into the kitchen, grabbing his
pack. There was a basin where he had seen the Taylors cleaning dishes. It had a metal tank
above that provided water, along with a drain that led outside. The soap was a crude bar that
didn’t smell like anything as he foamed it up to wash his hands, arms, and face.Grace was the
last to come in from outside. “Joshua’s coat looks the worse,” she said to her father.“We must
keep him away from the others until it clears,” Thomas replied, “or ’twill spread.” The girl nodded
in agreement. She briefly met Matt’s glance, then looked away and went into the kitchen.



Jonathan, the youngest boy, was already there when Matt took his seat at the table. He had a
Bible open in his hands and was mouthing the words as he read. He looked up at Matt and
returned to his Bible and began mouthing words again. Thomas entered the room wearing a
fresh shirt and pants. He looked around and called, “Grace, we’re ready to read.”When Grace
finally returned, smoothing down her thick blond hair, she was clearly irritated at being rushed.
Matt made a point of looking at her as she came in, so as not to seem like he was staring when
she sat down. Even scowling, she was strikingly attractive. It was getting dark in the house, so
Mary stood to light the oil lamps using a candle she carried in from the kitchen. The lamps gave
a brighter light once the globes were set and adjusted.Thomas spoke as the family bowed their
heads. “Let us remember Kathryn, our beloved daughter and sister,” he said. “Lord, we know ’tis
Your will and we shall never fully understand Your plan. We pray that You care for Kathryn in
heaven and help us to heal our sorrow.” He went quiet for a moment to regain his composure.
“We miss her greatly,” he continued in a broken voice. Mary was quietly sobbing. Thomas
finished the prayer. “Please bless this family and farm that we may live to accomplish that which
You have planned.” He paused and said, “Amen.”It was quiet for a time, but then the boys started
to get antsy. Mary wiped her eyes and asked for the Bible and began to read from one of the
Gospels. It was the story of Jesus walking around collecting disciples. Although Matt wasn’t
practicing anything as far as religion went, he believed in God and had had enough exposure
growing up to consider himself a Christian. In truth, he had grown up jealous of his friends who
did have a religion, mostly because it gave them a connection to others in the community that he
didn’t have. In addition, he had read large parts of the Bible in college, during a time in his life
when he was thinking that maybe he should have a religion.As a scientist, Matt had been
encouraged to adopt the Big Bang and evolution as the explanation for everything in the
universe. The more he learned about science and the human body, though, the more he’d
started to believe that life was not all based on the lucky rolls of random cosmic dice. He
suspected that many scientists in his field had a similar perspective, but peer pressure was such
that there was nothing to gain by voicing a belief in intelligent design. Even as a child, Matt had
always felt that something else was going on in the universe, and he often found himself staring
up at the ceiling and asking God for some hint of the plan. His science had never given him an
explanation for his instinctual need to look into the sky and wonder if he had some predestined
role to play.The Taylors were religious people and it seemed to give them strength. As far as Matt
was concerned, that was something to be respected. He wondered about the story of Kathryn,
though he knew this was not the time to ask. He studied them as they took turns reading the
Bible. Even the boys were expected to read their sections fluently as their father corrected them
impatiently, and so it became apparent to Matt why Jonathan had been practicing. Matt watched
transfixed as Grace read her passage of the Gospel. She was a radiant angel in the lamplight.
By the time the Bible reached him, Matt was ready to do as good a job as he could. He read with
expression and feeling and he noted the look of satisfaction on Thomas’s face.“You’ve a passion
for the word of God, Mr. Miller,” Thomas said. “You should find a church when you return to



Philadelphia. It’s important for young men to worship, even if it seems inconvenient.” Matt
nodded respectfully, though he couldn’t imagine a situation that would make him want to start
attending church. Thomas was the last to read. He eventually said “Amen” and the family stood
to prepare for bed. Thomas grabbed a lamp and said to Matt, “I’ll take you to the barn.”Mary
interrupted. “Let me get him a cloth so he can wash for church.”“Church?” Matt said,
laughing.“We attend church on the morrow,” Thomas replied. “’Tis the Sabbath.”“Church?” Matt
repeated, now more seriously.“I’ll wake you,” Thomas added.Matt was beginning his polite
refusal when he noticed Grace watching him out of the corner of his eye. He turned
subconsciously to meet her ice-blue eyes, and she looked away. It was enough to make him
reconsider. The blue eyes were still in his mind when he said hesitantly, “Sure, it’ll be a great
story to tell the people back home.”Thomas led Matt to the door and they walked to the barn with
a lamp. As hard as he tried, Matt couldn’t tell the color of the leaves from the lamplight. It almost
seemed now that he had been imagining that they were green. When they arrived at the barn,
Thomas lit another lamp with the one in his hand. He set the towels on the wooden bench that
Matt had used previously as his bed and handed him the light. “The well is around the side,” he
said. “You may wash there.” Thomas turned and was gone, sliding the door closed behind
him.Matt smoothed the blankets out on the makeshift bed and crawled in. He lay there in the dim
light of the lowered lamp. He was tired, and it didn’t take him long to begin dropping off. As he
was about to fall asleep, though, he was startled back to consciousness by a loud scratching at
the door. Something was trying to get in. The scratching went away for a moment, but ten
minutes later it was back. When he heard a growl and a muffled bark, he jumped up out of bed to
slide the door open. Scout shimmied past him, trotted over, sniffed the blankets, and hopped up
on the foot of what was supposed to be Matt’s bed.“Wait a minute,” Matt said to the dog, “that’s
my bed.” Scout put his head down on his paws with his eyes open. It was obvious that he was
resolved not to go anywhere. Matt slowly climbed on. There was enough room for him to fit with
the dog at his feet. As he stretched out, Scout let out a loud growl, making him pull his legs up. “I
guess there’s room for both of us,” Matt whispered, resigned. He dropped off to sleep, sharing
the bed with his new roommate. Chapter  5 .    Mister, Can You Give Me the Time?  Matt
was riding on a motorcycle. The wind rushed around him as he accelerated into the setting sun
and objects began to blur as he reached the speed of light. His speed increased as he twisted
the throttle and the objects turned to ribbons of brilliance. As the ribbons faded, shadows of
people and events began to pass around and through him. A few lingered long enough for him to
see while others raced by. He recognized the Berlin Wall and saw it crumble, saw Martin Luther
King at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial, bombs exploding, and soldiers landing on the beaches
of Europe. It began to rain, and the droplets hit his face as he sped forward. They were hot and
blasted his face like sandpaper. His face grew warm and wet as the drops fell to the loud beating
of a drum. The vision turned to white.Matt shuddered awake and opened his eyes. Light
streamed into them as he turned his head towards a long wet tongue. Scout was licking his face.
“Cut it out!” he said, pushing him away. Matt heard knocking on the barn door and lifted his head



from the bed.“Mr. Miller, Father said you should wake,” Jonathan said from outside. “We leave for
church within an hour.”Matt called out, “Thanks!” He heard the boy shuffle away.Matt sat up and
the searing pain returned to his head. He had hoped that a night’s rest might soften his
headache, but it was as bad today as yesterday. He sat there immobilized for a moment, waiting
for it to subside. Once it dimmed to a mild throb, he pulled his pants and shoes on, went to the
well for water and brought it back to the barn. The cold water made him shiver as he brushed his
teeth, washed and shaved. He dried thoroughly with one of the coarse towels Mary provided and
then put on the last clean shirt from his backpack. Matt zipped the pack and picked it up to place
safely in the house.He closed the door of the barn behind him, then thought better of it and
opened it slightly for the dog. He walked to the house and knocked. He turned while on the porch
and was reminded of the green leaves, but before he could think about it, the youngest boy,
Jonathan, answered. Both Mary and Thomas stood in the entryway dressed for church. Matt
knew as soon as he saw them that his clothes wouldn’t be appropriate. Mary was in a long pale
dress with a bonnet and Thomas looked like one of George Washington’s colonial soldiers. All
he needed was a wig and a triangle hat. Matt had to keep from laughing at his black shoes and
stockings, wondering again what kind of religion required them to live such antiquated lives, but
he kept his thoughts to himself.“I’m ready for church,” Matt said tentatively.Mary and Thomas
inspected him with some scrutiny, but didn’t say anything. Grace, who had quietly walked into
the room, had no problem vocalizing their opinions. “He can’t go thus!” she exclaimed. Grace too
was wearing a colonial dress with white ribbons that matched those in her hair. Matt imagined
her as one of the Southern belles of old.Mary spoke to Thomas. “Will’s clothes may fit him.”
Thomas nodded and Mary motioned for Matt to follow her up the steps. At the end of a hallway
with a number of bedroom doors, Mary opened the last door onto a room containing a narrow
bed and a wooden wardrobe. A cloudy glass window flooded the room with light. Mary stepped
to the wardrobe, opened the doors, thought for a moment, and pulled out a coarse white shirt, a
blue vest, a blue jacket, and a pair of short grey pants, and laid them on the bed. She seemed
deep in thought and didn’t move for a long time, then went back to the wardrobe and pulled out
long socks. She reached under the bed for black shoes. They were dusty, so she found a cloth to
wipe them. “These may fit,” she said. “They were always too large for Will.”“Who’s Will?” Matt
asked.“My son. He lives in town.” She had a hint of pride in her voice. “Try the clothes. You’re
welcome to some of the others if these aren’t appropriate.” She lingered for a moment and then
left, closing the door behind her.Matt scrutinized the outfit. This would be something to tell his
friends when he went home. He pulled the socks on, then the long woolen shorts, which went
past his knees and covered up the ends of his socks. He buttoned the bottoms of the shorts so
they would stay in place. He put the shirt on and tucked it in around his waist, then walked to the
bed and sat down to examine the shoes. They were black with a silver buckle, like something the
pilgrims wore during the first Thanksgiving. His feet slipped easily into them, and he reached
down and fastened the buckle. After this came the vest, over which he buttoned the jacket. He
ran his hands over the clothing to smooth it and then placed his own clothes in a bundle near his



pack. He sniffed the air, noticing that he now smelled like the oiled wood from the wardrobe.Matt
pulled his phone from his pack and looked for service, but there were still no bars. He propped it
up on the wardrobe and began to shoot a video to record his latest adventure. “I don’t have
phone service right now,” he said to the phone, “but as soon as I do you guys are going to die
laughing. I got mixed up with some religious people. They dress in old-time clothes for church. I’ll
take some pictures when I’m there.” Then he added, “And you always wonder what I do on my
hiking trips.” Matt was sure he finally had something to beat his “being chased up a tree by a
bear” story. He slipped the phone into the pocket of this jacket.As he was walking out of the
room, he thought twice, went to his pack and unzipped the side pocket of his shaving kit where
he kept his watch. He was surprised to see that his ring was there from his last trip home to see
his father. It was a fourteen-karat-gold monstrosity with a ruby-red stone and four diamonds. He
put them both on and stood there for a moment, watching them sparkle in the sun that seeped
through the windows before walking downstairs to join the Taylors.
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Daniel Wiener, “I'm glad I found this. I sampled this book and subsequently bought the Kindle
edition as a direct result of seeing a small 4"x5" ad in our local newspaper, the Simi Valley
Acorn. The ad mentioned that Mark Rose was a Simi Valley resident, which was mildly intriguing
along with the indication that the book had a time-travel theme. On a meta level I found this
surprising, because my assumption would be that a newspaper ad for a book would be a waste
of money: Physical newspapers are a slowly dying breed, and in any case it's hard to measure
the effectiveness (or lack thereof) of print advertising. You can't measure clicks or sales-per-
impression. So my message to Mark is that your Acorn ad sold at least two Kindle books (I've
also purchased the sequel). I hope that and any other sales justified the cost of the
ad.Regarding the book itself, it has a gentle, unhurried rhythm to it. There is no earth-shattering,
desperate, violence-filled plot, but those can get tiresome after a while. So this was a nice
change of pace. I'm expecting that future books will make more use of the time travel
implications, and Matt Miller's knowledge from the future.This book may or may not be your cup
of tea. That's not meant to be a criticism, just a recognition that different readers will have
different expectations which won't always be met. But as far as I'm concerned, I definitely
enjoyed the book and I recommend it.”

John P Robert MD, “Unexpected. This book is a blend of several genres including hard science
fiction, time travel, adventure, romance and a late coming of age story. The plot is captivating; I
could not put it down! The characters are richly developed and complex. The main character is
very likable and believable. I will get the next book immediately.”

WitchyWomyn, “21st Century to 1762. What would you do? Suddenly transported unwittingly
into the countryside of another state, in another century, how would you fare? Given the
opportunity to return, would you turn it down for love?Good storyline, but the story felt a little
loose. For example, the author spent pages of time explaining the family’s time spent in Bible
reading, praying, and going to church, but almost nothing on his feelings or experiences bring
inside the church for sermons and worship.Some editing errors. Not the worst editing, but needs
work.”

Lorem Ipsum, “Could this be the Ultimate Life Do-Over?. Who doesn't love a good time travel
exploration, particularly when the voyager must weigh remaining in the past or returning to
known world he has left behind. Matt Miller's quest to discover himself 250 years in the past
presents some significant challenges. Even though he has but one item of modern technology to
reconnect him with his own time, he bravely chooses to adopt a stance that he can adapt to the
social constructs of colonial, America as it too is struggling to find itself in the decade before the
birth of our nation. How will his 21st century education and experience serve him in his efforts to
connect with the family that took him in? Building trust and character will require him to play by



local rules as he earns his way into hearts and confidences of those who've offered him the
possibility of a new life. Besides revealing his personal quest for make a new history for himself,
the reader learns what it took to sustain life, family farming and most of all faith and love. The
saga continues...”

cliff yuill, sr, “Time & time again ..... After reading about time travel for over 70 years, I am beyond
pleased with your plot I've just finished. Your description and details of 1762 life in no way take
from the portent of time travel. I'm sure I'll enjoy the next two books as well. Thank you.
Liho370@yahoo.com”
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